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Module B – Grade 6-8 Performance Assignment 

 

Scriabin: Prelude No 3, Opus 16 

 

Introduction 

When I took my Grade 7 piano exam – in 2005 – my favourite piece was from 

Scriabin’s Opus 11 Preludes and, during the intervening years, I have regularly 

dipped into that work.  I decided, therefore, that this assignment gave me a perfect 

opportunity to find out more about this astonishing Russian composer and his work.  

At first, I considered choosing one of the other Preludes from Opus 11, particularly 

No 2 in A minor which is a very beautiful piece, but I felt that I could not, in all 

honesty, claim that this was a completely new work to me.  In researching 

alternatives, I discovered Opus 16, a lesser known set of 5 Preludes.  Number 3 is 

considered to be at Grade 6 level and I immediately fell in love with its serenity and 

beauty.  I felt a strong rapport with the music and knew that this was the work I 

wanted to discover and perform. 

My experience of performing is limited.  I am a member of two piano groups in 

Somerset, but I am a nervous and unconfident performer and so I need a piece 

where I can lose myself in the music and move beyond the ‘egotism’ that William 

Westney (p49,2003) states can mar a sincere and successful performance.   
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Analysis 

Scriabin’s Opus 16 Preludes were written between 1894-95 when the composer was 

only 22 years of age.  Arthur Rubinstein met Scriabin in 1904 and quoted the 

composer as saying, ‘once I was a Chopinist, then a Wagnerist, now I am only a 

Scriabinist’ (p83, Bowers, 1996).  This can certainly be seen in these early Preludes 

which show many similarities to Chopin in form, texture and harmony.  I can also see 

many parallels with Liszt which I will discuss later.      

 

The Prelude 

Before Chopin, a prelude was a short piece that preceded a larger work and created 

a suitable atmosphere.  Chopin’s Opus 28 Preludes changed all this and created a 

new genre, a set of works that could stand alone in themselves.  Rachmaninov 

called the prelude, ‘absolute music’ (p157, Seroff, 1950), designed to induce a mood 

and giving pleasure by the beauty and variety of forms used.   

This description can clearly be seen in Scriabin’s prelude.  It is a work of great 

serenity and has a spiritual feel to it that takes it beyond the tangible images of 

programmatic music.  Robert Cummings (1995) describes the prelude as having a, 

‘Lisztian religiosity – solemn, ethereal’ and this reading accords with the increasingly 

mystical nature of Scriabin’s music in his later years.  The prelude also has many 

parallels with a work such as Liszt’s ‘Sancta Dorothea’: Liszt’s work is elegant and 

serene, has a beautiful, song-like melody and, as it progresses, its harmonies 

become richer and the chord progressions more complex, returning to a simple form 

and a mood of quiet adoration at the end.  Arnold describes it (p392, 2002), as ‘a 

gem of sacred devotional music’.  As we shall see in the next section, Scriabin’s 
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prelude follows a similar trajectory, although Scriabin’s focus is less explicitly 

Christian and his interest in theosophy (see Appendix V) shows a wider range of 

spiritual influences.  Nonetheless, whatever its provenance, the same sense of 

spirituality pervades the whole work.  As Margaret Cousins comments (p173, 1934), 

the prelude has, ‘a sweet quality which seems to pierce to the holy of holies of one’s 

being’.  

 

Structure, Tonality and Meaning 

The piece is written in ternary form and in the key of G flat major.  G flat major was a 

popular key for piano music of the Romantic period, used in both Chopin’s and 

Schubert’s Impromptus.  Christian Schubart (1806) describes the key as, ‘the echo 

of a soul which has fiercely struggled and finally conquered.  It is the free sigh of 

relief when hurdles are surmounted’.  This sense of religious struggle reaching 

resolution is central to my reading of the piece.  We may ask why Scriabin chose G 

flat major and not F sharp major.  Flat scales are often traditionally seen as darker, 

perhaps a result of there being real differences before equal temperament. The key 

feels more solemn and serious because flats are used, and even if this is purely 

psychological, I think it is something that Scriabin was aware of.      

 

Structure Musical features 

 

Meaning and Mood 

Bars 1-4  

 

Andante Cantabile – walking 

pace and songlike – although ♩ 

Sets the mood of 

ethereal spirituality and 
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Introductory passage = 63 is quite slow, more like 

Adagio. 

Starts on the second beat of 

the bar in Common time. 

Soft dynamic level with a 

crescendo and decrescendo. 

Melody played in each hand a 

sixth apart in a wave like 

pattern that rises and falls. 

Does not end on the tonic or 

dominant, so the line is 

unresolved and must progress 

to the main section. 

 

simplicity – single note in 

each hand.   

 

Although beautiful and 

serene, there are subtle 

suggestions of 

questioning: the offbeat 

start, the unresolved end.  

It is the beginning of a 

spiritual quest.   

The repeated sixth 

interval – major and 

minor - has a 

transcendent feel.  

Scriabin later developed 

the ‘mystic chord’ and 

saw repeated musical 

intervals as profoundly 

religious.   

Bars 5-11a 

 

Section A  

 

Main melody line developed 

using triplets against a regular 

crotchet chordal 

accompaniment to bar 9a. The 

accompaniment starts on the 

The main melody line 

seems like the 

questioning of the 

spiritual seeker and, 

again although beautiful 

and serene, there are 
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(comprising two 

subsections – bars 5-

8 and bars 9-11a) 

offbeat while melody starts on 

beat 3. 

  

Then there is an answering 

section based on crotchet 

chords in both hands.   

 

Harmony is generally based on 

primary chords, usually in an 

inversion. 

   

The melody is decorated with 

suspensions and passing 

notes.  The first subsection 

ends with an imperfect 

cadence but with an extra 

subdominant chord which is 

very unsettling. 

 

The first section is dynamically 

varied while the chordal 

second section is soft.  The 

octave moves in the left hand 

create a relaxed feeling.  

subtle marks of anxiety.  

These can be seen in the 

staccato articulation, the 

polyrhythms, the 

contrasting dynamics 

and the suspensions.  

The imperfect cadence 

does not provide a 

resolution.  

 

The chordal reply seems 

like an answer to the 

spiritual questioning of 

the melody with soft 

dynamics and a sense of 

calm repose that ends 

with the perfect cadence.  

It is almost like the ‘still 

small voice’ of God.   

 

This gives a sense of 

solace, although this will 

not be permanent yet.     
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The section ends with a perfect 

cadence.     

  

  

Bars 11b – 17a 

 

A’ section   

Mirrors the first A section with 

a similar two subsections. 

 

Harmony and dynamics very 

similar at first, although chords 

are given variety through 

different voicings and the 

melody line differs slightly.  

 

There is a major difference in 

the second subsection (bar 15) 

which modulates to B flat 

minor and is followed by a 

harmonically more complex 

section with flavours of D flat 

minor.  It is almost as if the 

music is moving onto a 

different plane with a very 

different character.  However, 

it still ends on a perfect 

cadence.     

Although a variation of 

the A section, this part of 

the music moves into a 

much more troubled and 

harmonically complex 

stage of spiritual 

questioning that has not 

accepted the calm reply 

of Section A but 

demands further 

answers.   

 

The modulation to B flat 

minor (which is not the 

relative minor but is a 

relation of the major key 

through D flat major) is 

unsettling and the 

chordal section lacks the 

reassurance of the first A 

section.  It leads us into a 
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much more complex and 

contrasting section of the 

prelude.  The spiritual 

answers are not as 

simple as might have 

seemed at first and 

resolution is not going to 

be achieved easily. 

 

Bars 17b-24a 

 

B section  

 

again in two 

subsections (17b-20a 

and 20b-24a).   

Scriabin continues the ‘call and 

response’ structure between a 

troubled melody line and a 

chordal reply.  

  

The passage continues in B 

flat minor for the first 

subsection but then modulates 

to E flat minor for the second 

subsection.  Scriabin is 

passing through several minor 

scales with flats.   

 

Both melody sections end with 

a Phrygian cadence (IV – V), 

characteristic of a minor key.   

This is a troubled and 

complex section that 

seems to reflect a ‘dark 

night of the soul’ in the 

music.  The serenity of 

the opening has 

becoming increasingly 

disrupted and this is the 

heart of the piece where 

the seeker is conflicted 

and unsettled.   

 

The harmony is 

considerably more 

complex – perhaps 

reflecting the spiritual 
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The section as a whole ends 

on a perfect cadence in bar 

24a but the chord has no E flat 

which weakens the minor 

tonality and allows a 

modulation back to G flat 

major.   

 

There is a minim chord in bar 

23 which is a 4-3 suspension – 

this seems to bring the turmoil 

to a climax, but one that is 

resolved in the suspension’s 

movement and the final perfect 

cadence.   

 

There is a ninth chord in bar 22 

also reflective of the more  

complex harmony – no longer 

the innocence of youth but the 

questioning of maturity.   

maturity of the subject.  

The tonality is 

unremittingly minor but 

never stable, modulating 

through many different 

keys.  The suspensions 

contribute to this sense 

of unease, although 

there are resolutions and 

hope has not yet been 

lost.   

 

   

 

 

Bars 24b – 28b  

 

return to section A 

but with a repeated 

The melody returns with a pp 

dynamic level, heavily 

decorated and using a range of 

polyrhythms.  

At first, the melody 

returns in a highly 

decorated form, as if the 

spiritual seeker is the 
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chordal section in 

bars 28b-30a and 

30b-32a. 

  

Return to the home key of G 

flat major. 

 

Bar 27 explicitly states ‘rubato’ 

and ‘rit’ – there is a sense of 

pause before moving to a 

perfect 6/4 cadence and the 

simpler melody of the opening 

sections.  

  

The chordal section becomes 

progressively quieter and has 

a simpler harmonic structure.  

The movement of the chords is 

now predominantly ascending 

rather than descending.  

 

same person but has 

been profoundly changed 

(or ‘decorated’) by his 

experiences. 

   

This leads to a pause 

and a climactic sense of 

resolution in bar 27 – the 

point of enlightenment.   

 

This moves into a much 

gentler section of chordal 

progression and spiritual 

consolation. 

Bars 32b-end  

 

Coda 

Slower harmonic rhythm 

 

Simpler chords and notation 

 

At one point, only one note 

sounding – the tonic note of G 

flat 

Peace and serenity is re-

established – the spiritual 

seeker has found what 

he is looking for.  He is 

no longer innocent, but 

the turmoil and 

questioning had been 
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Ending on peaceful 

arpeggiated chords in a perfect 

cadence.   

 

resolved and he has 

found peace.    

 

Comparison of two recordings 

Heinrich Neuhaus – Russian Piano School – Alexander Scriabin (1953) 

Javier Negrín – Scriabin: The Travel Preludes (2011) 

 

I had quite a few choices for my recording comparison.  I was intrigued by the 

possibility of choosing a modern and an older performance, to see how performance 

practices might have changed, and I was particularly excited to see that Heinrich 

Neuhaus had made a recording.  I chose to compare his performance with a 

contemporary Spanish pianist, Javier Negrín, to see if his Mediterranean and more 

modern approach might cast a different light on Scriabin’s work.  I found myself with 

very strong views after listening to the two recordings.   

Heinrich Neuhaus 

Neuhaus took his performance at a slow tempo – his performance is around 5 

seconds longer than Negrín’s.  What struck me strongly about this performance was 

the beauty and precision of Neuhaus’s touch: his legato was lovely but he also very 

precisely captured the staccato articulation in bar 6.  There were also many 

moments when Neuhaus seemed to pause before pressing the note, particularly at 
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cadence points.  This created a very beautiful effect of hesitancy, completely in 

keeping with my reading of the prelude.  However, his resolution points were also 

handled brilliantly creating a feeling very much in keeping with Scriabin’s intentions.  

The phrasing was very accurate and there was a real sense of the ‘call and 

response’ that I had noticed in my analysis.  Neuhaus’s pedalling was quite heavy, 

but I think this worked perfectly to bring out the resonance of the bass chords against 

the lighter melody.  This was a feature that, for me, made this recording stand out in 

its power.  The handling of the ornamentation in the second half was done very 

precisely and with a sense that the decorations were an integral part of the melody, 

not an afterthought.  The coda slowed considerably which was entirely appropriate to 

create the final mood of spiritual solace and the pause on the tonic G with the final 

arpeggiated chords was very beautifully performed.  The arpeggiation on the 

penultimate chord was omitted which is puzzling but interesting.  I suspect that he 

wanted to create a sense of solid resolution before the lightness of the final 

arpeggiation – an ascent towards a higher realm.    

 

Javier Negrín 

Negrín’s performance is taken at a slightly faster tempo, particularly the melody line 

which is quite fast.  The tone is much lighter, with much lighter pedalling and less 

resonance given to the chordal bass lines.  There is certainly a Mediterranean 

lightness about the whole performance, quite a stark contrast with Neuhaus’s 

heavier Russian/Germanic sound.  There are some beautiful moments of rubato and 

an atmosphere of serenity, but this performance, I felt, was less true to the 

composer’s meaning (or my interpretation of it).  Negrín also missed out the staccato 
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articulation, which I found very surprising.  On the one hand, the staccato articulation 

does stand out in a work that is generally strongly legato; but this is precisely the 

reason that it should not be excluded – Scriabin must have included it for a reason 

(in my view, to capture a sense of the anxiety and uncertainly in the middle of the 

serene moments).  In addition, the faster melody, particularly at the ornamented 

stage in the second half, felt unnecessarily virtuosic rather than trying to capture the 

emotional intensity of the work (as Neuhaus does).   

 

Overall, there is no doubt that I believe that Neuhaus’s interpretation was 

significantly superior to Negrín’s and was much more effective in capturing how I 

was interpreting the work.   

 

Learning Plan 

 

Week Beginning Focus Comment 

8.4.19 Analysis of the score: 

research into context plus 

detailed consideration of 

its musical features.   

Full analysis before 

starting to play.  Use 

detail to inform practice 

sessions.   

 

Start to consider how 

analysis could be 

reflected in performance. 
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15.4.19 Following analysis, 

highlight features of the 

piece that will require 

decisions about practice.  

See Appendix II.  

 

Start separate hands 

and slow practice.  

Finalise any problems 

with fingering from the 

beginning and master 

notes.    

 

Regular feedback from 

my piano teacher – a PTC 

graduate. 

Features highlighted that 

will need close attention 

and consideration.   

 

Use the approach from 

Graham Fitch’s e-book for 

learning a new piece – 

slow, sections and 

separate hands.   

 

Keep notes of progress in 

practice diary.   

22.4.19 Focus on chords, firstly 

to ensure correct notation 

and secondly to ensure 

as much smooth finger 

legato as possible 

without reliance on pedal 

at this stage.   

 

Focus firstly on the 

detailed picture before 

putting this together for 

the bigger picture.   

 

Ensure total proficiency 

with chordal sections first 

– the single note melody 
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Quarantine all the chordal 

sections.  Play each 

chord four times before 

moving on, then three 

times, then two and finally 

once while gradually 

increasing the speed.   

lines will be much more 

straightforward.   

 

 

29.4.19 Quarantine the 

polyrhythmic sections 

in the second half – 

experiment with the 

quintuplets.  Practise with 

a metronome initially and 

hands separately.   

 

Start to put hands 

together but still slow 

practice.  Put melody line 

above the chordal 

accompaniment but with 

melody line at a slightly 

louder dynamic than 

accompaniment.  Aim 

though to retain a rich, 

resonant accompaniment 

Quarantine these sections 

– practise only these 

sections without moving 

on.   

 

Keep dynamics soft at 

this stage and aim for 

finger legato wherever 

possible.  Aim for 

nuances of tone and 

inflection.   
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line and beautiful, legato 

movement of the chords.     

6.5.19 Continue slow practice 

but start to add dynamic 

variation and 

consideration of variation 

to melody line when 

repeated.   

 

Consider use of soft 

pedal in ‘pp’ passages – 

experiment with this.  

Generally, practise at a 

soft dynamic but start to 

experiment with how it 

might sound, particularly 

the cresc and dim 

sections.   

 

Video practice session for 

essay reflection. 

13.5.19 Add pedalling 

experimenting with 

different approaches – 

continue slow practice.   

Aim to capture the kind of 

resonance that Neuhaus 

achieved – see recording 

analysis.   

20.5.19 Slow practice but include 

one performance at full 

speed – around 23 May 

– and then spot practice 

on any weaker areas.  

 

 

26 May: performance at 

PTC workshop. 

Start to have trial 

performances followed 

by the feedback loop.   

 

Start to consider more 

explicitly the form and 

meaning of the piece in 

order to draw back and 
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see the bigger picture.  

Refer back to analysis.   

27.5.19 Continue with a balance 

of up to speed 

performance and slow 

practice with spot focus 

on weaker areas.   

 

Include starting at bars 

chosen at random.   

Focused preparation for 

performance through a 

cycle of performance, 

feedback, spot practice 

and further performances.   

3.6.19 5 June: performance at 

the Wells Cathedral 

School piano club.   

Feedback loop followed 

by spot practice 

10.6.19 16 June: performance at 

Orchard piano club.   

 

By 16 June, programme 

notes and analysis to 

have been submitted.   

Feedback loop followed 

by spot practice 

17.6.19 Final preparations for 

performance on 23.6.19 
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Evaluation of video clip of practice session 

I think my main learning point about the efficacy of my practice is to follow my own 

plans and reflections more effectively and not fall into the temptation simply to play 

the piece through several times.   

I tried to isolate passages that needed special attention, but I would say that I did not 

focus on these areas sufficiently and it felt a little like ‘going through the motions’ 

rather than a genuine attempt to address problem areas.  I also need to slow down 

more.  This is a relatively slow piece and can be played at performance speed fairly 

easily, but this does not mean that it would not benefit from the advantages of very 

slow practice. 

 

I have learnt lots about effective practising through the PTC course and through this 

assignment, so I need to ensure that my practice sessions are focused and reflective 

in order to make the best use of my time.     

 

Reflection on my learning and how this will be used with my pupils 

Firstly, the period of analysis was absolutely crucial for gaining a deep understanding 

of the piece and I am determined to do this more consistently with my own pupils.  

The other advantage of this is that theory is immediately incorporated into lessons, 

but using Paul Harris’s notion of ‘simultaneous learning’ (2014, p5).  I now firmly 

believe that an understanding of music theory – at the appropriate level for the pupil 

– is essential for any successful and thoughtful performance.   
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I then embarked on an approach to a new piece that I had learnt from Graham 

Fitch’s e-book (2013) ie applying the three ‘S’s’: slow, separate hands and in 

sections and I use this with all my pupils.  It is also important to establish fingering 

from the very beginning and to play at a tempo that is slow enough so that mistakes 

do not creep in.  I also tried very hard to use Westney’s approach when mistakes did 

occur (2003) and to return to those passages enquiringly in order to assess the 

nature of the problem.   

I isolated difficult sections at a very early stage so as not to create a level of anxiety 

about them.  This was really important as it is so easy just to start at the beginning 

and this would not have been fruitful.  I now ask my pupils to look at a piece they are 

learning and tell me what are the most difficult sections and how they might 

approach them.  It was also important to start with finger legato and apply pedalling 

later.  I may have been overly purist with this, but I do think it means that the 

performer is trying to create as much legato from their fingers and the pedal is used 

where needed.   

The ‘feedback loop’ (Fitch, 2013) was used throughout the practice sessions and is 

probably the most fundamental of the approaches.  I also planned to use slow 

practice regularly with a number of performance opportunities – alone or with an 

audience – built in.  These were followed by spot practice to put right any problems 

that emerged, particularly as the final performance date came closer.  I was in the 

fortunate position of being able to perform to two piano groups where I am a member 

where both have Steinway grand pianos.  I also performed on the Fazioli grand 

piano over the PTC weekend, all of which provided a useful contrast with my own 

Bechstein upright.   
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I have also learnt that it is essential to come up with creative solutions to problems 

isolated through the feedback loop.  Einstein is widely credited with saying, ‘the 

definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again, but expecting 

different results’.  I am determined to keep a register of creative practice solutions 

from a range of sources that I can use with my own pupils.  On this occasion, I have 

used: repeating individual chords several times, playing staccato against legato in 

scales, using a soft dynamic initially, then playing melody forte and accompaniment 

piano, using controlled stops, choosing phrases to perfect and giving them spot 

practice, playing at different tempos.   

It is also essential to see the bigger picture of a piece.  I agree totally with Graham 

Fitch’s approach (2013) which is to start with the detail and then move to the bigger 

picture, and I have learnt how important it is to do this.  Progressing with practice can 

prompt an increasingly close understanding of detail, but I found that my initial 

analysis kept me in touch with the overall meaning and form of the piece.  I will 

ensure that my pupils also keep a sense of this for their performance where 

capturing the greater meaning is so important for an act of artistic communication. 

The final aspect that I have learnt is about performance anxiety.  I started this 

assignment determined to escape from Westney’s ‘egotism’ and just immerse myself 

in the music.  I have also been keen to use ideas from Lucinda Mackworth-Young’s 

lecture on ‘Performance Psychology’ (PTC, February 2019) particularly keeping the 

mind free from distracting thoughts.  I would certainly want to work with my students 

on these areas and provide opportunities for them to perform in a safe circle, as we 

have done on the PTC.  
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An addendum on listening to recordings: I found the exercise in listening to 

performances very useful and I found a performance that I really liked and wanted to 

emulate.  However, I left this until a fairly late stage of my preparation and I feel that 

this is important.  I like the approach of analysis and tentative, slow practice before 

listening to a complete performance.  However, I think this can vary.  The danger in 

listening too early, in my view, is that the work of personal interpretation can become 

marred by wanting to emulate.  There is also the possibility that listening to a 

performance can become disheartening.  I remember learning a Clara Schumann 

fugue and being totally overwhelmed by the speed of a performance that I heard and 

almost abandoning my own work.  I want to approach this area with each of my 

pupils in a thoughtful and individualised way according to what I think would work 

best and according to the ability of the pupil.   

 

(Word Count:  3704) 
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Appendix I: Copy of the annotated music 
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Appendix II 

Features of the piece that were highlighted as needing particular consideration 

during analysis and practice sessions 

 

Any difficulties in fingering, particularly finger legato.   

How to draw out the beauty of the melody line – its place above the 

accompaniment at a slightly louder dynamic – considering making the melody 

different when repeated. 

Controlling the dynamics when at a p or pp level – use of the soft pedal at key 

places – managing crescendos and decrescendos – mf is loudest dynamic so 

close control over a fairly tight range of volume levels. 

Mastering the chordal accompaniment – ensuring accuracy of notes – keeping a 

steady pulse but coloured with rubato when necessary – use of some metronome 

practice at the beginning to set pulse although not slavishly following this – listen 

to the heart of the music for its own pulse.   

When melody and accompaniment have been established, explore the inner 

voices – see how Scriabin is balancing a range of sounds and levels.   

Consider carefully how to manage rubato – both that explicitly stated by Scriabin 

and any other moments.  Experiment in replicating Neuhaus’s subtlety of touch 

and tone, particularly the occasional hesitant pressing of the note to add nuance 

and emotional intensity.   

Pedalling – follow Neuhaus’s approach in building up the intensity of the bass 

notes.  However, start with finger legato to judge where pedalling is needed to add 
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to the smoothness – aim for pedalling to match harmonic changes.  Consider use 

of soft pedal in ‘pp’ passages.  

Articulation – legato fingering and pedalling as above – but also consider the 

staccato sections and how this is captured within the legato phrasing.   

Tempo – establish the right speed – more Adagio than Andante – Neuhaus’s 

choice of tempo worked well.   

Managing the polyrhythms – slow practice hands separately and then with 

metronome.   

Check back to analysis of form and structure – ensure that performance 

decisions accord with this analysis and how this relates to the meaning of the 

piece.   
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Appendix III 

Extracts from practice diary 

9.4.19: analysis of the Scriabin prelude has been quite a challenging prospect as this 

looks quite difficult.  This will test my musical knowledge very significantly.  Areas to 

focus on: form, structure, tonality, modulations, harmonic progressions, cadences, 

dynamics, articulation.   

14.4.19: the insights gained from my analsyis have been tremendous and I am so in 

awe of Scriabin’s achievement.  There is a consistency in the structure based around 

a ‘call and response’ model and the piece has a profoundly spiritual feeling.  I have 

also noticed similarities to another work that I have only just discovered – Liszt’s 

‘Sancta Dorothea’ – and I wonder if there is a connection.  More research needed.    

18.4.19: starting to play the piece, but with an initial focus on the chordal passages.  

They are a bit scary-looking, but actually not as bad as I had initially thought and 

they are based around an octave pattern but with different voicings of the overall 

chord.  Practise with legato fingering.  Repeat chords.  Soft dynamic level.  Look 

closely at each chord and its notes: don’t just assume they all follow the same 

pattern because they don’t.  Refer back to analysis.   

20.4.19: experiment with different emphases of notes within the chords.  Pick out the 

melody in the chordal passages.  Consider balance of notes across chords and 

experiment with different sounds.   

29.4.19: focus on quintuplets and septuplets in second half.  Metronome practice 

balancing 5 or 7 notes against crotchet.  Practise at first with uniform articulation – 

start to incorporate staccato gradually.  Practise scales with staccato against legato.  

Listen to recordings to see how this might be performed.   
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30.4.19: pick out melody lines in polyrhythmic passages – isolate main melody and 

decorations – does this create different emphasis in playing?  Experiment.  Think 

about how different repeats of the melody line can be played differently.   

5.5.19: start to think about the dynamics of the piece.  Generally, at a soft level – 

more dynamic variation in the ‘questioning’ sections while softer in the ‘answering’ 

sections.  Variation in section B between mf in RH and p in LH – practise playing 

scales in this way.  Quarantine the crescendo/diminuendo sections.    

8.5.19: the piece is starting to come together.  Although I have tried very hard in my 

practice not to use the pedal, I know that the reality is that my foot has automatically 

reached for the pedal on numerous occasions.  I now need to think more consciously 

about pedal use.  Neuhaus’s performance has good pedal use.  The natural 

inclination is to change the pedal on each chordal change.  I will certainly do this – 

I’m not sure that it will work if I change less frequently.  Pedalling needs careful 

management over the final bars and it is important to allow the G flat to sound on its 

own.  This is the tonal core of the piece.   

12.5.19: use of the soft pedal.  There are two ‘pp’ passages.  I have used the soft 

pedal on both, but the earlier passage (bar 24) I forget to lift it by bar 26 when there 

is a crescendo.  Therefore, I think it better not to use soft pedal here.  From bar 30 is 

a different matter and the piece here is definitely slowing to a soft conclusion.  This 

seems appropriate to use the soft pedal – needs further experimentation.   

28.5.19: there are key aspects of feedback from the PTC weekend that I need to 

work on incorporating into my performance and they have already improved my 

playing immeasurably.  The first, is to feel deeply into the keys during the piano 

and pianissimo passages so as to control the dynamics but not lose the sound.  This 
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is particularly effective in the chordal passages which are starting to sound more 

beautiful.  The second is to work on my legato pedalling – I am losing the sound too 

quickly and my chords are sounding too detached.  I am doing some spot practice to 

improve this and it has made a significantly better sound.  The third is to think about 

the voicing of the chords and try to give emphasis to the top note which echoes the 

melody line.  I need to spend some time practising the voicing of the chords and 

particularly the relative strength of the thumb and finger 5 – managing this and not 

leaving it to chance.  I also need to put slightly more emphasis on the tonic note 

towards the end so that it sounds beautifully evocative when it is left to sound on its 

own.  In a way, this is the spiritual heart of the piece.   

5.6.19: performance at the Wells Cathedral piano club on their Steinway in front of a 

very discerning audience.  This actually went very well and I was pleased that I 

managed to bring out the feelings and ideas that I wanted to convey without too 

many slips.  This has probably been my best performance to date.  I had some 

complimentary feedback afterwards.  However, I noticed that I am inclined to rush 

the opening section – probably through nerves.  This section is really important in 

setting the atmosphere and the harmonic progressions, so, if anything, it should be 

slower rather than faster.  This is something to work on in my practice now.   
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Appendix IV 

 

Scriabin and Theosophy 

Scriabin was a key figure of what is known as The Silver Age of Russian history, 

broadly the last two decades of the nineteenth century and the first decade of the 

twentieth century (the silver contrasts with the Golden Age which was deemed to 

have occurred a century earlier).  This era saw a surge of interest in mysticism and 

the occult, both as a reaction against a growing scientific materialism and as a 

replacement for the declining interest in traditional religions such as Christianity.   

Among the many beliefs that developed during this time – spiritualism, the Hermetic 

Order of the Golden Dawn, Freemasonry, Martinism – one of the most influential, 

particularly for the ‘creative intelligentsia’ (Carlson, 2000, p39) - was undoubtedly 

Theosophy, founded in the USA by the Russian émigré, Helena Blavatsky.  

Blavatsky taught that there was a secret body of spiritual knowledge that could be 

accessed through various means.  ‘Scriabin based his theory that the creation of 

music was a theurgic act, an act of magical, even divine creation, directly on 

Theosophical doctrine.’  (Carlson, 2000, p39)  

Scriabin was introduced to Theosophy in 1905 when he was given a translation of 

Blavatsky’s 1889 book ‘The Key to Theosophy’.  Scriabin described this book as 

remarkable and very close to his own way of thinking about spiritual matters.  Many 

of Scriabin’s friends were increasingly drawn to Theosophy over the years and, 

although there was no formal organisation in Russia at that time, Scriabin joined the 

Belgian branch.  It is also believed that he may have joined a sub-sect within 

Theosophy, the Sons of the Flames of Wisdom, although this is not substantiated.  
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Those who knew Scriabin said that he kept a copy of Blavatsky’s book ‘The Secret 

Doctrine’ on his desk and his copy was annotated and underlined in pencil 

throughout.  He also possessed a copy of Auguste Barth’s ‘The Religions of India’ 

and Edwin Arnold’s ‘Light of Asia’.  He hoped to set ‘The Secret Doctrine’ to music, 

but died before he was able to do so.   

Theosophy gave for Scriabin the answer to his spiritual yearning that can be seen in 

works such as the Prelude Opus 16 no 3.   
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Appendix V – Liszt’s ‘Sancta Dorothea’ 

Scriabin’s early work is often compared with the great Romantic composers, Chopin 

and Liszt, and it struck me that there are many similarities between Scriabin’s 

prelude and the beautiful Liszt piece, ‘Sancta Dorothea’.  The work was produced 

during Liszt’s final period of writing in 1877, around 20 years before Scriabin’s work, 

so I would argue that Scriabin was likely to have been aware of it and he may well 

have perceived it as a modern work worthy of emulation for a young composer. 

Liszt’s work is dedicated to a specific figure within the Roman Catholic religion, St 

Dorothy, who was a fourth century Christian martyr, executed in 311 during the reign 

of the Roman emperor, Diocletian.  Having led an extravagant life as a virtuoso 

performer, Liszt took minor orders in his later years and increasingly withdrew into a 

life of contemplation and solitude. Stephen Hough has commented that, ‘Liszt’s 

fierce inner struggles – sometimes successful, often not – can be seen as an 

arduous journey towards God undertaken with deep sincerity’.  (Pianist Magazine 

2018, p54).  This struggle is seen in ‘Sancta Dorothea’ and, I would argue, in 

Scriabin’s prelude.   

Liszt’s work is a profound meditation graced by a childlike simplicity.  There is a 

beautiful introductory section which gives a flavour of F sharp minor before the 

melody is introduced in the brighter key of E major.  Scriabin’s prelude similarly has 

an introduction before its exquisite melody appears.  Liszt’s rhythm is based on the 

movement of triplets, again used by Scriabin.  The movement between a positive 

feeling and a tone of questioning – represented in Liszt by the contrast between 

major and minor tonality – is reflected throughout Scriabin’s prelude where there is a 

constant feeling of uncertainty until the final section.  Liszt’s final section is chordal, a 
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pattern that Scriabin develops much more extensively.  However, just as Scriabin’s 

movement towards certainty is prefaced by a ‘rit’, so Liszt’s concluding section is 

prefaced with, ‘un poco rallent’.  The final part of Liszt’s work, in E major, is ‘almost 

as if the heavens have opened and angels appear’ (The Pianists Magazine, 2018, 

p54) and it leads to a gentle and simple concluding passage.  Scriabin’s prelude 

moves towards the same trajectory, where the questioning and uncertainty is tonally 

and spiritually resolved.  The two works follow the same dynamic patterns, ending in 

a ‘pp’.   

Liszt’s work is, clearly, explicitly Christian whereas the same cannot be said of 

Scriabin.  However, I would argue that there is a strong sense that the same journey 

of spiritual yearning and questioning, followed by an answering assurance and sense 

of conclusion, is present in both works and reflected in many of the musical features 

that they share.   
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